ARE TECH MEN BECOMING A BUNCH OF LILIES?

The answer is yes! Report has it that more and more WATER is being drunk every year. It is even being insinuated that some panty-waists are beginning to take SHOWERS!

THIS CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO GO ON! SOMETHING MUST BE DONE! JEEZ!

We students must arise in REBELLION and assert our manhood! All water taps, showers, and fountains must be torn out of the Institute by the ROOTS!

WALKER MUST BE CONVERTED INTO A BEER PARLOR!

THE CHEMICAL LABORATORIES MUST BE USED TO MAKE GRADE-A MOONSHINE, INSTEAD OF BEING USED FOR USELESS RESEARCH!

STUDENTS! ARE WE MEN OR ARE WE POLLYWOGS?

HEIL COMPTON! ALL HEIL COMPTON!

Today Technology enters on its adulthood! With the announcement by Leader Compton of plans to restore to Technology WHAT IS RIGHTFULLY HERS. Tech roars on to MIGHTY and glorious FUTURE!
The Treaty of Toomey-Sullivan is a crime and ABOMINATION. It must be DESTROYED. It was imposed on Technology by BLOOD-DRENCHED and GREEDY enemies.

NOW WE HAVE RISEN IN OUR MIGHTY WRATH, and will no longer TOLERATE such INJUSTICE. Our enemies soon learn that they do not have a puny Technology to deal with, but a MIGHTY and WRETHERFUL nation, at ARoused!

FOLLOW THE LEADER!
The Leader knows what is BEST for us. We must plant our FUTURE in his hands without hesitation! He is the man who can SAVE us from the RAPACIOUS and COMMUNIST hordes from WELLESLEY and HARVARD! We must ORGANIZE AND UNITE to carry the battle into the lands!

Are WE to KNUCKLE under to the Harvardllies?

NO! NO! NO!

Technology is the CHOSEN school. We are DESTINED TOTS. Ours is the DUTY of saving Cambridge, and we are STANDARD-BEARERS of EDUCATION! WE MUST NOT get this!!

WE SHALL RISE HUGE IN OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS, and smite the ENEMY! WOE to the unfortunate and PUNY foes from Harvard and Wellesly if they strive to encircle us subdeus!

WE CAN NOT BE STOPPED!

Letter to the Editor

Fallen Arch, Wis.

Editor, The Tech:

May I call your attention to a statement appearing in your paper some time ago which seems to me to be wholly inappropriate and disgraceful to Technology. I have written repeatedly to the Dean of the Institute but have received no answer.

An editorial entitled "Veritas" appeared in your paper which brands Technology by BLOOD-DRENCHED and GREEDY enemies!

The Leader knows what is RIGHT!...